Trastuzumab-deBouganin Conjugate Overcomes Multiple Mechanisms of T-DM1 Drug Resistance.
The development of antibody drug conjugates has provided enhanced potency to tumor-targeting antibodies by the addition of highly potent payloads. In the case of trastuzumab-DM1 (T-DM1), approved for the treatment of metastatic breast cancer, the addition of mertansine (DM1) to trastuzumab substantially increased progression-free survival. Despite these improvements, most patients eventually relapse due to complex mechanisms of resistance often associated with small molecule chemotherapeutics. Therefore, identifying payloads with different mechanisms of action (MOA) is critical for increasing the efficacy of targeted therapeutics and ultimately improving patient outcomes. To evaluate payloads with different MOA, deBouganin, a deimmunized plant toxin that inhibits protein synthesis, was conjugated to trastuzumab and compared with T-DM1 both in vitro and in vivo. The trastuzumab-deBouganin conjugate (T-deB) demonstrated greater potency in vitro against most cells lines with high levels of Her2 expression. In addition, T-deB, unlike T-DM1, was unaffected by inhibitors of multidrug resistance, Bcl-2-mediated resistance, or Her2-Her3 dimerization. Contrary to T-DM1 that showed only minimal cytotoxicity, T-deB was highly potent in vitro against tumor cells with cancer stem cell properties. Overall, the results demonstrate the potency and efficacy of deBouganin and emphasize the importance of using payloads with different MOAs. The data suggest that deBouganin could be a highly effective against tumor cell phenotypes not being addressed by current antibody drug conjugate formats and thereby provide prolonged clinical benefit.